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Abstract
The proliferation of information on the world wide web
has made the personalization of this information space a
necessity. An important component of web personalization is to mine typical user profiles from the vast amount
of historical data stored in access logs. In this paper, we
define the notion of a “user session” as being a temporally
compact sequence of web accesses by a user. We also define a new distance measure between two web sessions that
captures the organization of a web site. The Competitive
Agglomeration clustering algorithm which can automatically cluster data into the optimal number of components
is extended so that it can work on relational data. The
resulting Competitive Agglomeration for Relational Data
(CARD) algorithm can deal with complex, non-Euclidean,
distance/similarity measures. This algorithm was used to
successfully analyze server access logs and obtain typical
session profiles of users.

1 Introduction
Personaliztion is a recent and informally-articulated notion, and deals with tailoring a user’s interaction with
the web information space based on information about
him/her. For example, a person in Switzerland searching
for ski resorts is more likely to be interested in the Alps,
whereas a person in Colorado would likely be interested in
the Rockies. Personalization can either be done via search
engines such as Lycos, or by making web sites adaptive.
Initial work in this area has basically focused on creating
recommender systems. One of the earliest such systems
was the Firefly system [1] which attempted to provide CDs
that best match a user’s professed interests. More recently,
[2] and PHOAKS [3] have sought
systems such as
to use cooperative information retrieval techniques for personalization. The Webwatcher project [4] at CMU highlights hyperlinks in a page based on the declared interests
and the path traversal of a user as well as the path traversals
of previous users with similar interests.



Mining typical user profiles from the vast amount of
historical data stored in server or access logs is a possible approach to personalization that has been recently proposed. The standard K-Means algorithm was used to cluster users’s traversal paths in [5] . However, it is not clear
how the similarity measure was devised and whether the
clusters are meaningful. In [6], associations and sequential patterns between web transactions are discovered based
on Apriori algorithm [7]. In the absence of any a priori
knowledge, unsupervised classification or clustering methods seem to be ideally suited to analyze the semi-structured
log data of user accesses by categorizing them into classes
of user session profiles. We define the notion of a “user
session” as being a temporally compact sequence of web
accesses by a user. The goal of our web mining is to categorize these sessions. In this light, web mining can be
viewed as a special case of the more general problem of
knowledge discovery in databases [8]. We define a new
distance measure between two web sessions that captures
the organization of a web site. This organizational information is inferred directly from the URLs.
Categories in most data mining tasks are rarely well separated, and hence, the class partition is best described by
fuzzy memberships [9]. However, most fuzzy clustering
techniques have the disadvantage that they either assume
that the number of clusters is known. For these reasons,
we use our fuzzy Competitive Agglomeration (CA) algorithm [10] which can automatically cluster data into the
optimal number of components.



Clustering the user sessions should be tackled by exploiting inter-session similarities within a relational framework. However, CA deals with object or feature data
only. Moreover, the session dissimilarity measure we define is not Euclidean. Therefore, we extend the CA so
that it can work on non-Euclidean relational data. The
resulting Competitive Agglomeration for Relational Data
(CARD) algorithm can deal with complex and subjective
distance/similarity measures which are not restricted to be
Euclidean. In addition, CARD is reliable, computationally

attractive, and practically insensitive to initialization.

2 Defining the Similarity Between User Sessions
2.1

Preprocessing and Segmentation of the access log data into sessions

Each access log entry consists of :(i) User’s IP address,
(ii) Access time, (iii) Request method (“GET”, “POST”,
 , etc), (iv) URL of the page accessed, (v) Data transmission prototcol (typically HTTP/1.0), (vi) Return code,
(vii) Number of bytes transmitted. First, we filter out log
entries that are not germane for our task. These include
entries that: (i) result in any error (indicated by the error
code), (ii) use a request method other than “GET”, or (iii)
record accesses to image files (.gif, .jpeg, ,  , etc.), which
are typically embedded in other pages and are only transmitted to the user’s machine as a by product of the access
to a certain web page which has already been logged. Next,
analogous to [6], the individual log entries are grouped into
user sessions. A user session is defined as a sequence of
temporally compact accesses by a user. Since web servers
do not typically log usernames (unless identd is used), we
define a user session as accesses from the same IP address
such that the duration of time elapsed between any two
consecutive accesses in the session is within a prespecified threshold. Each URL in the site is assigned a unique
  

number
, where
is the total number
of valid URLs. Thus, the  user session is encoded as an

-dimensional binary attribute vector    with the property
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if the user accessed the  URL
during the # session
otherwise
%

sessions extracted from the server
The ensemble of all
log file is denoted & . Note that our scheme will map one
user’s multiple sessions to multiple user sessions. However, this is not of concern since our attempt is to extract
“typical user session profiles”. If we assume that the majority of a user’s sessions follow a similar profile then clearly
no difference is made. On the other hand, this notion of
multiple user sessions enable us to better capture the situation when the same user displays a few (different) access
patterns on this site. Our approach can be combined with
other features (such as cookies) to actually map a typical
profile back to a particular user.

2.2

Adaptation of Session Data to Clustering:
Computing The Relation Matrix

Clustering algorithms based on object data are not suitable for clustering user sessions. This is because of the
high dimensionality of the feaure space (there are usually
several hundred URLs in a typical web site), and the likely

correlation between the features (URLs that often co-occur
in the same session). The web sessions are too complex
to convert to simple numerical features, partly because the
organization of the web site must be taken into account.
In fact, the URLs in a site have a hierarchical or tree-like
structural composition. Therefore, we define a similarity
measure between two sessions that incorporates both the
structure of the site, as well as the URLs involved, and
adopt a relational approach to clustering since our data
(sessions) are not numeric in nature. We start by considering the cosine of the angle between (') and * +  as a
measure of similarity
,
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larity measure is that it completely ignores the hierarchical
organization of the web site, which will adversely affect
the ability to capture correct profiles. For example, the




session pair /courses/cecs345 and /courses/cecs343 ,


as well as , the session pair /courses/cecs345 and


/research/grants . will receive a 0 similarity score according to - . However, it is evident that the first
two sessions are more similar than the second two, because both users in the first sessions seem to be interested in courses. Similarly, one would expect the ses

sions /courses/cecs345/projects/proj1 to be more similar




to /courses/cecs345/projects than to /courses/cecs343
because there is more overlap between the URLs in the
first two sessions along the directory hierarchy tree. This
leads us to define a similarity measure on the structural
URL level that will be used in the computation of the similarity at the session level. We first provide a syntactic
model for the entire web site as a tree with the nodes representing different URL’s. The tree is similar to that of a
directory where an edge connects one node to another if
the URL corresponding to the latter is hierarchically lo

cated under that of the former, for example /courses and


/courses/cecs345 . The root of the tree (the node with no
incoming edges) corresponds to the highest level URL in
the web site (/). Taking into account the syntactic representaion of two URLs, we define the “syntactic” similarity

,
between
the # and  URLs as
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where denotes the path traversed from the root node to

M corresponding to the  URL, and L L indicates
the node

the length of this path or the number of edgesM included in
$X6Y
the path. Note that this similarity which lies in W
basically measures the amount of overlap between the paths

of the two URLs. Now the similarity on the session level
which incorporates the syntactic URL similarities is defined by correlating all the URL attributes and their sim,
ilarities in ,
two sessions as follows
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- , this similarity uses soft URL level similarieties

Unlike
that vary between 0 and 1 depending on their conceptual
$

similarity instead of or , if they are different or identi, all the URLs
cal respectively. For the special case when
accessed,during session  ,
(') have zero similarity with the
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when the two sessions are
  - idential, this value further sim
plifies to .
     which can be considerably
'6'

small depending on the number of URLs accessed. This
means that this similarity measure will be rather unintuitive, because ideally the similarity should be maximal for
two identical sessions. Besides identical sessions, this similarity will generally be underestimated for session pairs
who share some identical URLs while the rest of the un,
shared
URLs have low syntactic similarity. In general for
such sessions where the syntactic URL similarities are low,
-/. provides
,
a higher and more accurate session similar'/+
ity. On the other hand, when the syntactic URL similarities
,
,
are high, . is higher and more accurate.
Therefore,
we
'/+
define a new similarity between two sessions that takes ad,
,
,
vantage of the desirable properties of - and
as follows
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3 Clustering the User Sessions Using CARD
3.1 The Competitive Agglomeration (CA) algorithm
The Competitive Agglomeration (CA) algorithm [10]
has been recently proposed to automatically cluster data
into the optimal number of components. The CA algorithm starts by partitioning the data set into a large number of small clusters. As the algorithm progresses, adjacent clusters compete for data points, and clusters that lose
in the competition gradually become depleted and vanish.
The final partition is taken to have the “optimal” number
of clusters from the point of view of the objective func  
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and let  
represent a -tuple of prototypes
each of whichA characterizes one of the clusters. The CA
algorithm minimizes
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has the effect of amplifying the difference between similar and different sessions. This dissimilarity
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unlike a A metric A distance it is
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possible for two
distinct sessions to have
zero dissimilarity.
This occurs whenever
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also violates the triangular inequality for metric distances in some cases. For instance, the dissimilarity


between the sessions /courses/cecs345/syllabus and


/courses/cecs345 is zero. So is the dissimilarity between




/courses/cecs345 and /courses/cecs401 . However,


the dissimilarity between /courses/cecs345/syllabus and



/courses/cecs401 is not zero (it is
). This illustrates
another desirable property for profiling sessions which
is that the dissimilarity becomes more stringent as the
accessed URLs get farther from the root because the
amount of specificity in user accesses increases correspondingly. Hence, the proposed dissimilarity measure fits
our subjective criteria of session similarity.
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for all  
. This is particularly
true if the URL
level similarities are 1 for all the URLs accessed in the
two sessions. A typical example consists of the sessions




/courses/cecs345 and /courses/cecs345/syllabus.html .
This property is actually desirable for our application, because we consider these two sessions to fit
the same profile. The session dissimilarity measure
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In (5), 
represents the distance from feature vector 

to the prototype ,  represents the degree of member 
$ 
Y
ship of feature point(  in cluster , and
W  is a
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constrained fuzzy -partition matrix [9]. The ( number
of clusters in (5) is dynamically updated in the CA algorithm. The memberships
that minimize (5) with respect

$
to are given by [10] (
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higher than average, the bias term is positive, thus appre

ciating the membership value. On the other hand, for low
cardinality clusters, the bias term is negative, thus depreciating the membership value. This leads to a gradual erosion of the cardinality of spurious clusters. When the cardinality of a cluster drops below a threshold,the cluster is
discarded and is updated. Since the initial partition has
an overspecified number of clusters,  , each cluster is
approximated by many small clusters in the beginning. As
the algorithm proceeds, the second term in (5) causes each
cluster to expand and include as many points as possible.
At the same time, the constraint in (6) causes adjacent clusters to compete. As a result, only a few clusters will survive, while others will shrink and eventually become extinct.



3.2



Extension of the Competitive Agglomeration
(CA) algorithm to Non-Euclidean Relational
Data

For our application, the CA must be extended so that
it can work on relational data. In order to formulate the
relational dual of the Fuzzy C Means (FCM) algorithm,
Hathaway et al.  [12] proved
that the squared Euclidean
  S 


distance, 
, from feature vector  to the

('
center of the   cluster, , can be written in terms of the

relation matrix as follows
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is the membership vector defined by
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The value of  is 2 in our application. Equation (9) allows
the computation of the distance between the data points
and cluster prototypes in each iteration when only the relational data, , are given. Therefore, a relational dual of
CA exists for the special case where the object data and
relational data satisfy
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This means that the relational dual of CA is expected to
perform in an equivalent way to the CA provided that the
relation matrix, , is Euclidean.
When a realization does not exist for the relation matrix,
, the relational dual of the CA may fail mainly because
some of the distances computed using (9) may be negative.
To overcome this problem, we use the -spread transform
[13] to convert a non-Euclidean matrix into an Euclidean
Matrix  as follows
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where is a suitably chosen scalar,
is the
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identity matrix and
satisfies  # 
for

C 

. It was suggested in [13] that the distances
 be checked in every iteration for negativity, which in('
dicates a non-Euclidean relation matrix. In that case, the
-spread transform should be applied with a suitable value
of to make the 
positive again. An underestimate for
('
the lower bound on was derived [13] and related to the
necessary shift that is needed to make the distances positive. This result can be summarized as
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denotes the  column of the identity matrix.
where
'
*
An annealing schedule is used for as a function of the
;
iteration number using the exponential decay defined by

*
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where #% is the initial value and + is the time constant.
The resulting CARD algorithm is summarized below:
Competitive Agglomeration For Relational Data (CARD)
Fix the maximum number of clusters ,.-,/1032 ;
Initialize 45-6 ; 7-6 ; 89 :<; ; =?>A@CBD, using (8);
Repeat
Compute membership vectors EF>
for GHBI@CBD, using (10);
Compute J?>K L -$MON5P(E>RQ LTS EU VRN5P(E>RWYX
for GHBI@CBD, and GHBI4ZBD[Y\ ;
If ( J?>K L^] 6 for any @ and 4 ) then _
Compute `a7 by using (13);
Update J?>K L.b J?>K L c Md`a7eW^XfQ(g^hiEkj Sml L h K
for GHBI@CBD, and GHBI4ZBD[Y\ ;
Update
7-D7 c `a7 ;
n

L
Update oeMO4CQ using (14); Update 89 ; using (7);
Compute =?> using (8);
If (=?> ]pq ) Discard @rVOs cluster and update , ;
u
t 4 c G ;
45-
Until memberships stabilize .
Finally, we note that Sen and Davé [14] have recently shown that
R need not satisfy (11) for the relational dual of FCM to work.

4 Interpretation and Evaluation of the Results
The results of applying CARD on the user session relational
data are interpreted using the following quantitative measures.
First, the user sessions are assigned to the closest clusters based
x the distances computed in (9). This creates , clusters vw>Hon
y 9 L ;{zZ|D}3J > L J j*LF~fY-
 @  for GHBI@CBD, .
]
After the crisp assignment of user sessions to the automatically determined number ( , ) of clusters, the sessions in cluster
ve> are summarized in a typical session “profile” vector >-



 
> q  >  V . The components of H> are URL weights
which represent the probability of access of each URL during the
sessions of ve> as follows






where ve> 







v > 
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> j1-
GA} y j 9 ; zve> (15)
}e
v ><}
x


y 9 L ; zve>w} 9 L ;
6  The URL weights > j
j
y 9L ; j

measure the significance of a given URL to the @ VOs profile. Besides summarizing profiles, the components of the profile vector
can be used to recognize an invalid profile which has no strong or
frequent access pattern. For such a profile, all the URL weights
will be low.
Several classical cluster validity measures can be used to assess the goodness of the partition. The intra-cluster or withincluster distance represents an average of the distances between
 sessions within the the @OVOs cluster, and is given by
all pairs of
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. For a good partition, the

inter-cluster distances should be high because they measure the
separation between clusters.

5 Experimental results
The web mining procedure described in Section 2 was used to
extract typical user session profiles from the log data of the web
site for the department of Computer Engineering and Computer
Sciences at the University of Missouri at Columbia. The log data
from accesses to the server during a period of GX days was used.
After filtering out irrelevent entries, the data was segmented into
G " %
#
6 $ sessions. The maximum elapsed time between two consecutive accesses in the same session was set to & ' minutes. The
number of distinct URLs accessed in valid entries was $%(%) . While
applying CARD to the relational data, a cluster was discarded if
its cardinality (=> ) was less than ' . The initial value of * (* ) was
:
set to 6  666fX , the time constant + was set to G36 , and ,/1032 was
chosen to be 50. The initial distance values J >K L were obtained
by randomly choosing ,/1032 rows from the relation matrix and
computing the fuzzy memberships.
After clustering the relational data with CARD, the final number of clusters was X 6 . Table 1 illustrates four profiles
computed

using (15), where only the significant URLs ( > j
6  #G ' ) are
displayed,
and the individual
components are displayed in the for
n
mat _ > j -  VOs URL . The sessions were assigned to the closest
cluster and the session clusters or profiles were examined qualitatively and are summarized in Table 2 which also lists the cardinality and the intra-cluster distance for some of the clusters.
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                 . This is inversely related to
> a
q;
9
the compactness or goodness
of a cluster. A good guideline to
use when evaluating clusters based on the intra-cluster distances
is to compare these values to the total average pairwise distance
of all sessions. The latter corresponds to the intra-cluster distance if all the user sessions were assigned to one cluster (i.e., no
category information is used). Also it is important to recall that
all distances are in  6  G  . The inter-cluster or between-cluster
distance represents an average of the distances between sessions

from the @ VOs cluster
and sessions from
the  VOs cluster, and is given



Table 1. Profile Examples
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.75 - /cecs computer.class

.94 - /courses.html

.98 - /courses index.html

.95 - /courses10.html

.34 - /courses30.html

.20 - /courses webpg.html
 

.28 - /courses20.html .85 - /

.58 - /j̃oshi/courses/cecs352

.27 - /j̃oshi/courses/cecs352/slides-index.html

.20 - /j̃oshi/courses/cecs352/text.html

.18 - /j̃oshi/courses/cecs352/handout.html

.20 - /j̃oshi/courses/cecs352/outline.html

.15 - /j̃oshi/courses/cecs438

.18 - /j̃oshi/courses/cecs352/environment.html

.16 - /j̃oshi/courses/cecs352/proj

1.0 - /l̃an/cecs353

.43 - /l̃an/cecs353/assign1.html

.25 - /l̃an/cecs353/syl.html

.25 - /l̃an/cecs353/outline.html
3

.75 - /l̃an/cecs353/assign2.html .18 - /l̃an



.15 - /faculty.html
.17 - /people.html
 

.15 - /people index.html 1.0 - /

The results show that CARD succeeded in delineating many
different profiles in the user sessions. Except for the 14th cluster,
all clusters correspond to real profiles reflecting distinct user interests. The profiles followed the access patterns on typical users
– the general “outside visitor” is captured in profiles 1 and 16,
prospective students in profile 7, students in CECS438/CECS352
(taught by the same faculty member) in profile 6 etc. A listing
of all 20 profiles is not presented here due to paucity of space.
The goodness of these clusters is recognizable through their low
intra-cluster distances (considerably lower than the total pairwise
session distance of 6  -%- ), and their high inter-cluster distances
(the majority between .9 and 1). Note that all the remaining sessions that do not belong to any profile are lumped in the G & VOs
profile which is easily recognized using the quantitative evaluation measures. In fact, this particular cluster had no significant

URLs ( > j ] 6  #G ' for all  ) and its intra-cluster distance was
very high ( 6  ).' ), which is even higher than the total average pairwise distance of all sessions.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new approach for automatic
discovery of user session profiles in web log data. We defined
the notion of a “user session” as being a temporally compact sequence of web accesses by a user. A new similarity measure to
analyze session profiles is presented which captures both the individual URLs in a profile as well as the structure of the site.



1
2
3
5
6
7
14
16

Table 2. A subset of user sessions clusters
L L
description

main page, faculty list, individ114
ual faculty pages, research, people and class list
75
D1’s pages
32
access statistics pages
207
general course inquiries
D2’s courses cecs352 and cecs
165
438
Inquiries about undergraduate
64
degrees and courses
mixture of unrelated accesses
114
that don’t make a strong profile
main page, faculty list and peo45
ple




0.56
0.15
0.066
0.18
0.18
0.28
0.95
0.24

The Competitive Agglomeration clustering algorithm which can
automatically determine the number of clusters was extended so
that it can work on relational data. The resulting Competitive Agglomeration for Relational Data (CARD) algorithm can deal with
complex and subjective dissimilarity/similarity measures which
are not restricted to be Euclidean. This algorithm was used to
successfully cluster the sessions extracted from real server access
logs into typical user session profiles. The resulting clusters are
evaluated subjectively, as well as based on standard statistical criteria such as the intra-cluster and inter-cluster distances, or based
on the significance of the components of a session “profile” vector which also summarizes the typical sessions in each cluster.
Note that in some applications, the frequency of accesses to
a web page within the same session may be important. In that
L
L
case, the definition of y j 9 ; should be modified to y j 9 ; - Number
of times the  VOs URL is accessed in the 4VOs session. In ongoing
experiments, we are studying the effect of varying the parameters
used in our approach on the resulting profiles. Particularly, different values of o are expected to result in different profile hierarchies corresponding to different resolution levels which may be
varied as needed. We are also looking into robust profiling methods which have the advantage of being more resistant to noise,
and a multi-resolution profiling approach where clustering is applied recursively on the profiles found in previous runs. This approach has the potential of providing user session profiles that
match any desired level of detail. We are extending this approach
to incrementally update the profiles as more access data is logged
by the server, instead of reapplying the entire web mining process
on the whole data. This will considerably reduce the time requirements of our approach which we next plan to test on larger data
sets such as those made available to us by Lycos.
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